"Personage and Barratry " This is what the lawyers, bankers, and politicians have used to
enslave you.
:GLOSSA: ~ Have you ever wondered why the SURNAME is written using the ALL
CAPITALS TEXT? (It’s called Glossa)
You are using a legal name, or legal fiction and this is fraud. See, the name that you think is
you is actually split up into separate entities. The Christian name (Christ Name) and The
Surname (slave name). When your parents register your birth (inform on you) they probably
believe it is a nice thing to do and they are proud of their new child so want the world to
know. However, they register you (the child) and the names to the Crown Corporation LTD.
as their Property by your Birth Certificate. You are literally the property of the Crown
Corporation, a slave.
Back in the day, the nurse would prick the heel of the baby and then take a footprint of it
using the baby’s own blood. They would also take the blood type to check to see if the baby
was from their black bloodline. If it proved positive then the baby would become stillborn.
The footprint and the birth certificate (the real one, not the bit of paper you get) is then sent
to the Vatican for storage. The storage of our souls.
Your birth certificate is also given a CUSIP or bond number. This bond is then traded on the
stock exchange, you are literally stock that is sold many times on the stock exchanges. Your
actual physical value is also used as collateral (from the bond) allowing the United Kingdom
LIMITED, a private limited company and never a government, to take out loans from private
Banks such as Bank of England. Another private limited company and nothing to do with
England or a government.
Profit is made from you by the way of legal (not lawful) fines (from Legislation or Acts &
Statutes), utility bills and many forms of taxation. In the early 70s the UNITED KINGDOM
LIMITED took the backing of gold away from the British Pound and now the currency (fiat
currency which is never money) is now backed not by Gold or Silver, but by your physical
value or man power or future sweat equity.
When you are born, let’s say in England, you enter the waters of the English jurisdiction.
Your parents then inform England that a new ship has entered their waters. When the birth
certificate is completed by your parents (they were informants) the birth certificate creates an
implied company of you, your SURNAME.

The birth certificate then tells UNITED KINGDOM LIMITED a privately owned Corporation
and a different jurisdiction, that your ship (you in fact) have entered their waters. All of these
implied corporations (you) and the UNITED KINGDOM LIMITED are considered ships and
we are all governed under the law of the sea, known as Admiralty or Maritime Law. There is
no real ship but a document vessel, which in our case was our Birth Certificate, which was
created by the Doctor when they docked you in the hospital WARD, making you a ward of
the state (owned).
Next time you visit a graveyard, have a look at the names on the headstones. You will notice
that they are all written in capitals. These corporations are so greedy and so twisted, that
they can not even let you go after death.
Whenever you encounter any legal documents (document is your vessel) you will notice that
your surname or sometimes all of your names, just like the headstones in the graveyard are
all written using ALL CAPITAL LETTERS. That is not English.
This is all done on purpose and there are no coincidences. Their way of writing with ALL
CAPITAL LETTERS is not defined or recognised in The Oxford Styles Manual, which is the
governing book of the English language. This means that although you may be able to read
it as English, it is most definitely not English. The all CAPS or Gloss can be found within the
'Oxford Styles Manual', under foreign-languages, named ancient-Latin or sometimes Dog
Latin.
You usually see the ALL CAPITALS or UPPERCASE text found as a language when writing
in the American Sign Language (ASL). This is a signing language used for the deaf when
written down. ASL can be defined in the book The Chicago Manual of Style under the foreign
languages header: American Sign Language (ASL) compound signs, 10.152 and ‘glosses,
10.147’. Thus, defining this text as a foreign language.
It also goes on to say that when written, it has no one to one correspondence with any other
languages on the document. The all CAPS or Gloss is also found in the Oxford Styles
Manual under foreign-languages, namely Ancient Latin, however as the all caps UK LTD is
registered in Washington D.C, they appear to be using the 'Chicago Manual of Style' , not
the Oxford styles manual version.
Putting two or more languages onto a legal document is known in law as a ‘Glossa’. Black's
Law Dictionary defines: 'GLOSSA' - “It is a poisonous gloss which corrupts the essence of
the text”. Meaning that by using the Glossa in a document they are trying to conceal or
confuse the real facts. Just remember here, we are talking about legal documents here, not
lawful ones. We truly need to get our head around the difference between lawful and legal.
Go and have a check of any documents that are written within the legal realm, things like a
driving licence, your passport, any fines or parking tickets, speeding tickets, court orders or a
court summons. You will quickly realize that while most of the document will be written in
normal English, all of the important stuff, like your name etc are all written in the ALL
UPPERCASE or CAPITALS style language.
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Like we established earlier, the ALL UPPERCASE and or CAPITALS text and the plain
English text cannot be read as one text in a document, they have no jurisdiction over one
another, they are simply not compatible. It is like writing half English and half German.
So the way to read it is, you must read all of the English in one go, and then go back to read
the ALL UPPERCASE.
When read like this, you will quickly realise that these court orders, council tax demands,
speeding tickets and all other legal documents make no sense whatsoever.
They can only make sense when we make the assumption that it is all plain English and we
read it like that, once you take one away from the other it renders the document useless.
Seeing as the UK government is actually not a government but simply a privately owned
corporation it can only communicate, impose fines and set legislation, acts and statutes,
upon other corporations.
They then trick us to registering our names as a corporate entity with our driving licences
and passports, then in turn trick us into thinking that those names are physically us. It
successfully gets us to represent the corporately registered name and therefore bear the
burden of those fines, tickets, and policies. This is a crime known as personage or
sometimes known as legal entrapment.
Hand in hand with the crime of personage or legal entrapment is another criminal activity
known by the term barratry which is knowingly bringing false claims into court. This is what
police, politicians, judges and local councils are doing every day.
Consider the birth certificate, it has two names, your given name (Christ name) but also the
surname which is not even yours. It also has two dates on it, your birth date (when the
docker BERTHED you in the DOCK) and two languages, some in English and some in
GLOSSA. This could only be done this way to confuse and trick you.
Every ACT of Parliament is directed at a PERSON or PERSONS. The Bills of Exchange Act
1882, Section 2, defines the word 'person', as does the Local Government Act 1888, Section
100; and Interpretation Act 1978, Schedule 1, "Words and expressions defined"; and
Representation of the People Act 1983, Section 202, 'General provisions as to
interpretation'.
So in reality a person is not what we think it is. It is in fact an association corporate or
unincorporate [a 'voter' is a person]. A person is not a man, male or female (Genesis 1:27).
Man is the creation of God. A Person or human, human being, etc. is an invention of man.
Hue, means colour, so a HUMAN is only the colour of man, not a man:
This entire fake system has been designed for centuries as a commercial system. We are
being used as persons in commerce. The bills, the fines, the taxes are all directed NOT at us
but rather at our legal fiction, sometimes referred to as our strawman.
To avoid this fraud and to not allow them to commit the crimes of legal entrapment on us we
need to comprehend that we are man: and woman: not a person or persons and we have no
CAPITALIZED NAMES.
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However, when we are presented with these fake bills, taxes and fines, never refuse to pay
them because that will only cause controversy, and the legal society thrive and prosper
purely on the creation of controversy. By removing any controversy or argument, there is
nothing for a judge or magistrate to deal with.
It is simply commerce to the legal society, just business, like when the Godfather shoots his
enemies, just business.
The easiest way to deal with this fraud is to always realize that the bills, fines etc are simply
offers to contract. If you contract, then you have to pay. But rather than contracting, send
them a counteroffer by way of a conditional acceptance. You then agree to pay any and all
bills, fines, taxes etc in full upon receipt of a lawful contract; a commercial true bill and full
and complete statement of accounts.
For clarity, a lawful contract must include full disclosure with nothing added or removed after
being signed, consideration, meaning that both parties bring something to the table and all
signatories get what they want from the contract, lawful terms and conditions laid out in
simple English, plus the wet signatures of all contracting parties.
For your information the word 'sign' has a silent 'G' [that is a Masonic letter] so, when one is
signing, one is sinning. The original sin is the one's parents signed on a birth certificate
bearing the name they gave you and the surname added by the State, handing over title and
ownership of the name one is given. You are then property of the Crown Corporation.
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